Twenty

Mana leapt up from the sofa as he heard the sound of someone turning the doorknob. Julien, General Oberon, and the Eldran militiamen were all upstairs, and were Gem to return from that old bartender's mission, he wouldn't come in through the door. Worried, the mage gathered his focus to his right palm and a small white flame burst into being, concealed by his fingers.

"Who's there?" he asked cautiously. The door opened and there stood the green-haired bounty hunter. Mana breathed a sigh of relief. "You scared me, brother. I thought you would use the Net. How was your mission?"

"Ah, the Net. I can not seem to get in," Gem explained. "So I had to come back along the streets."

"Weird. How was the mission?"

"Quite interesting indeed," came the soft voice of another person. Gem walked into the manor and the Joker, who had been standing behind him, became visible. Mana started and stepped back, swinging his arm forward and revealing the flame in his hand. "Now, now, I'm not here to fight, Milord."

"No need for concern, Mana," Gem reassured the Guardian Heir, "he is not going to do anything to us. My mission... was an utter failure. More importantly, look at this." Gem had kicked off his boots and dropped his cloak to the floor, and was rummaging through one of the many pouches attached to his belt. He pulled forth a tiny aquamarine gem that sparkled under the room's chandelier like a sphere of concentrated water.

Mana was speechless as he regarded the piece of his old self. Gem offered the Crystal to him, and he took it, his face wonder and his hands care. He breathed one word as he took the Crystal: "Aqua."

"Yeah, that's the Aqua Crystal. I'm guessing this is the first time you've seen a Crystal?" asked the Joker. Mana nodded dumbly. "But not you, right, kid?" the Joker asked of Gem. "You recovered A'xia, didn't you?"

"Only to lose it immediately to Ji'Lopan," Gem said bitterly.

"Well, this one is one of Rahg's Crystals," the Joker declared matter-of-factly.

"Huh? Rahg's Crystals?" Mana asked, almost absentmindedly, still turning the Aqua Crystal over in his hand. It glimmered like none of the gold or jewels back in the Mana Palace had. He was sure that, comparing the beauty of this gem to that of all the decorations of his home combined, the royal lifestyle would be put to shame.

"The Entity, Rahg. You <i>do</i> know who made the Crystals, right?"

"The Entity High Council, but—" Gem was cut off.

"Do you humans not learn the names of the Entities? Rahg, Master of Elements. Terror, Lord of Nightmares. Phantom, Warden of Tears. Stormclaw, Giver of Strength. Those four form the Entity High Council, and each of them created three of the twelve Crystals of Mana when they divvied up Mana's essence."

"Us humans...?" Mana mused with a questioning expression.

"He is a Ly'ban," Gem remarked offhandedly.

"I knew <i>that</i>," Mana responded. "But I thought he was trying to hide it." After all, the Joker had been taken aback by what Kieku had said about demons, and no human could hide his face so well in the shadow cast by a cowl.

"As I was saying," the Joker coughed, "it's one of Rahg's Crystals—"

"What's going on down here?" Julien Tryn asked, descending from the sleeping quarters upstairs. "Who's the guest?" Julien was draped in his large blanket and looked sleepy, but he perked up immediately on seeing the blue gem in Mana's hands. "Why, hello there! What do we have here?"

"I got back one of the Crystals," Gem muttered, lowering his eyes and pouting slightly.

"I'm the Joker," answered the Joker, "and I've come to ask to join Lord Mana's Crystal Hunt." Mana looked around, searching for surprise amongst the faces of his companions. Gem didn't seem shocked—perhaps he had discussed this with the demon on their way back from acquiring the Aqua Crystal. Julien's face showed the surprise Mana sought, but it seemed somewhat forced, exaggerated.

"The Joker... as in the mage who almost killed Mana four days ago?"

"Actually, all I did was prevent his magic from affecting my party. Mark should have spoken to you already, Lord Tryn, but we've decided after much deliberation to part ways with Kieku. We would like to join with you."

"Mark?" Julien asked almost without interest as he turned to the counter and pulled the teapot and four mugs from the cupboard.

"The Thief. Your—"

"I know no such man, aside from a brief mention as one who was with you and Kieku," Julien claimed, turning from his tea preparations. For a moment, no one in the room spoke, and while Mana examined Julien's eyes, he noticed Gem watching the Joker. 

"I see," the Joker said slowly, drawing out the vowels, nodding once as he spoke.

"You say you want to join with us?" Julien asked. "Why? And why are you betraying Kieku? I'm going to need to hear reasons before I approve of this."

"We met with the Eyes," the Joker said. "The Eyes of Bane, the sentinel who chronicles every detail of every happening in this world. He showed us the past, the formation of the Crystals of Mana; he showed us the future, Kieku's goal. Originally, I was merely along with Kieku for the ride. I had no interest in what he was doing. However, in learning Kieku's intentions, I can no longer be an observer—"

"Kieku's intentions? Such things exist?" the Guardian Heir questioned, recalling Gem's earlier hypothesis that Kieku's actions were irrational and without purpose. He cocked an eyebrow at the bounty hunter, who shrugged.

"Apparently."

"Let's hear them," Julien suggested, and then indicated the counter, "over tea. Legend here is tired and deserves something to drink after bringing home a Crystal."

"Dammit, Julien," Gem started, but then stepped over to the counter, sat down heavily, and discarded words for tea.

"I'll pass on the tea," the Joker said, his low voice deadly serious, "and I would advise that you not be in the process of drinking when I state Kieku's goal." The Lord of Tryn put his mug down and Gem followed suit. "Surely you know why the Crystals were made."

"The power of Mana, son of Bane, was too great, and it threatened to sunder reality if unchecked, correct?" Gem responded.

"Very good, kid. Mana's ultimate ability to manipulate Jikkuu, or <i>everything</i>, meant that even when he wasn't trying, matter would be altered around him. He was a walking font of disruptions to Bane's order, and his power could not be allowed to remain whole. When the Dragons fell out of Bane's favor for their plan to kill Mana, the Entities came along, the Crystals were made, and the problem was solved. Mana disappeared, his power divided amongst twelve gems, and these given to Mana's descendants to guard until the end of order."

"But then my great-grandfather..." Mana started.

"...took the place of mine, and issued The Scattering," finished Gem.

"I don't suppose any of you three know the long-standing rule regarding the basement in which the Crystals were kept prior to The Scattering?" Julien, Gem, and Mana all shook their heads. "No Jikkuu. No Guardian Magi were so much as allowed down there, and the magic-using Guardian Lords and Heirs never dared enter the place. Your great-grandfather," the Joker addressed Mana, "Lont, was the first Guardian Heir not to possess the talent. As a child, he was the first to enter the sanctuary of the Crystals. What he saw down there is doubtless the reason for his hatred and abhorrence of Jikkuu. He must have seen why Jikkuu users are not allowed to enter the basement."

"Hmmm?" Julien questioned.

"The Crystals of Mana, when assembled, are a bomb of disorder waiting to go off. The tiniest spark of Jikkuu can trigger them, and, should a mage channel directly through all twelve at once, they could in theory call forth the advent of Mana's spirit. This is Kieku's plan: to resurrect Mana, son of Bane, in his original form."

"Nonsense," cried Julien, "Mana son of Bane stands before you at this moment!" He gestured towards Mana. "How can a living man be resurrected?"

"Unless Lord Mana rejoins with the Crystals himself, they can be used to bring forth the parts of him that he is not yet. Becoming one of Bane's children is a gradual process, is it not, Lord Mana? Gem?" Gem nodded. Mana, seeing this, nodded as well. "If this ritual is completed, then you will never be." Mana stared at the demon in disbelief.

"I will never be completed without the Crystals?" When formulating the plan to leave the Mana Palace and search for the Crystals, Mana had only ever had one thing in mind: regaining his family's honor. His great-grandfather Lont, the one who had scattered the Crystals, had left a bad mark on the Mana Line. In undoing his great-grandfather's mistakes, Mana had hoped to elevate his family in the eyes of the people. He could show them, in correcting Lont's wrongs, that Jikkuu wasn't terrible, and that he wasn't a freak. Suddenly, Mana doubted this plan. Collecting the Crystals only to absorb more power would not appease the fearful citizens.

"Then all we need to do is gather the Crystals and join them with Mana, right?" Julien asked. "Perfect! We plan to recover them anyway—"

"That is a terrible idea," Gem murmured.

"The kid understands," the Joker said sagely. "Why were the Crystals created?"

"You already asked us this." The Lord of Tryn furrowed his brow. "The Entities needed to stop the unstable power of Mana—"

"<i>Exactly</i>, Lord Tryn. Should the process be reversed and the Crystals replaced with Mana's essence, tell me, what would happen?"

"Mana would be complete?" Julien assumed an expression Mana had never seen before on his face—an expression of stupefaction. His eyes were so puzzled, his forehead so wrinkled, his face a mask of false interest and wonderment. How long would Julien keep up this facade? How long would it last before Julien would realize that it's not believable? Mana wondered to himself as he watched the conversation, as removed from what was being said as he felt he was from the people of his country. He was completely absorbed in observing Julien, his every grain of concentration spent on divining his cousin's motives.

"Bane's order would be disrupted," Gem cut in. "Think about it, Julien. Mana's full power, brought back into this world, would be as strong as it was when it was split and caged. It would affect the fabric of reality and ultimately..."

"Cause the resurrection of Chaos."

Mana snapped back into the now, released from studying Julien's deception, and turned to face the Joker.

"Chaos? Kieku wants to revive Chaos?"

"Yes, that is his plan."

"What does that mean, revive Chaos?" Julien asked. "Chaos was never a living entity, was it?"

"Correct. Chaos is the lack of existence that preceded Bane's order," the Joker said. "In erasing reality, Chaos would return. It's a fairly grand idea, and I'll grant Kieku some respect for his imagination, but... it would mean the end of our world, and the deaths of every single creature currently living."

"Well that's no good." The Lord of Tryn bore an amused expression as he spoke. Mana quickly became perplexed trying to decode it.

"You don't say," the Joker replied, quietly yet haughtily. "Gem here had the same reaction. Anyway, the point of it all is that Mark and I are joining with your group, which I hear also includes the General of the Libran Alliance. The Eyes explained to us some of the basic patterns set forth by Fate, and we can be of use in guiding Legend to aid you in your Crystal Hunt. As you can see, I've already had Legend retrieve one of the twelve. There are no more to be had here, as Kieku already has the other two that resided in this place. Mark and I can guide you to the next Crystal—located in Gaia—and to the next after that."

"That does indeed sound like a good deal," Julien said. Mana nodded in agreement. 

"But I'm surprised," the Joker remarked, "two lords such as you, come out on a Crystal Hunt without weapons?"

"We had weapons," Mana blurted, "but when we fought the Ly'ban—"

"When our ship blew up," Julien interrupted in, "we lost all the supplies we had brought with us, including weapons and food."

"We will face off against Kieku and his servants again and again, so long as we pursue the Crystals of Mana." Gem stood as he spoke, the weariness and doubt in his expression disappearing. "Currently, the only one here who has the power to survive in a fight against Ji'Lopan is Luke. I will be making us all new weapons."

"Doing your job, hm?" Julien laughed.

"Really?" Mana asked excitedly. "You're going to make us runeblades?" The Crystals of Mana. His brother Legend. A runeblade. Mana felt a surge of confidence. With the powers of his former self and the aid of his brother, he could take on anything. He could take on Kieku and that Ly'ban of his, Ji'Lopan. He could take on the entire Inferno.

"Yeah."

"I'd better return to where Mark and I are staying," the Joker announced, turning towards the door. "The night is getting on, and if we're still around our inn in the morning... well, we need to remain inconspicuous and hide to the best of our abilities, at the moment. After all, both the Underworld and Kieku want us dead."

"Good night, Luke," Gem called after the cloaked demon as it made its exit. "It was nice working with you." Mana smiled. Gem's voice held a cheer that he hadn't heard before, yet it didn't seem forced or unnatural.

"Your brain came along nicely," the Joker chuckled, waving one gloved hand as he walked away, not looking back.

---

"Why do you hate my brother?" Mana asked of Oberon the next day as they sat together on the sofa, empty tea mugs in hand. Gem had left while Mana was still sleeping to find a place to forge. Julien was out meeting with the Joker and the Thief. Some of the general's men were out and about, enjoying this foreign city as best they could while maintaining low profiles. The others were upstairs, sleeping. Oberon sighed and gazed off at the far wall, his red eyes like twin pools of blood. He was clothed in the gray cloak he'd found, though the hood was removed and his blue hair was showing.

"There is something to him I cannot stand." The general looked away from the wall, down into his mug. "I know he is plenty humble, and one of his main aversions to fulfilling his role as Legend Reborn is that he feels below it... or at least, so I have concluded through observation. He was born in a tiny hamlet in Eldra to a dying single mother. Of course he is humble. But there is a certain cockiness to him I cannot stand."

"Cockiness?" Images of Gem flashed by in Mana's mind. Him struggling out of Lake Vise, weakened and drenched, him apologizing for not rescuing Mana earlier, him laughing softly at the thought of them both being killed by Kieku, him coming back to the manor every night exhausted and his eyes seemingly carved out, replaced with black pits of confusion. Those weren't the eyes of a poor person desperate with hunger. Oberon couldn't be right. Those were the eyes of someone burdened with responsibility and assailed by conflict from within.

"Yes, Milord, cockiness. He does not flaunt it much when you are here, but when he and I met, and a couple times since, he has shown me he is capable of conceit and arrogance. I made a mistake in Verga City recently, and that caused the deaths of a handful of innocent people. It seems whenever he can, he acts the part of Legend around me, as if he was a deity I need pray to to correct my error."

"Causing death is terrible, General," Mana murmured.

"Yes Milord. I understand this. I prayed for forgiveness of the gods. But I will not pray to him."

"Why did you follow him north?"

"What?" Oberon faced Mana, a strand of blue hair falling across his surprised face. "What do you mean? It's not like I—"

"I know you followed him here," Mana insisted. "I overheard some of your men talking." Mana peered into those twin pools of blood, separated by the sharp line of the general's nose and that one strand of blue hair. Oberon's irises were almost solid crimson and they belied no emotion. In his face, his eyebrows and cheeks did the talking, and Mana managed to discern frustration in them as the general spoke.

"I wanted to speak with Kieku. I gathered wherever Gem went, Kieku would be there to combat him, so I followed Gem. He came north so I came north. I know it was wrong to parade Eldran militiamen into Terra, but I believe the consequences thus far have been negligible."

"I'm not faulting you for it, General."

"Then what is this interrogation, if I may ask?"

"I wanted to know what your relationship with my brother was. Call it curiosity." Mana turned away, rose to his feet, and walked over to the counter, where he refilled his mug. "Gem is incredibly interesting, in my opinion."

"In mine, too, Milord. He confuses me. I can see the aura around people that tells who and what they are. He has two. One shows him as a criminal. The other a king. And beyond that confusion lies the fact he is Legend, son of Bane, yet acts as though he does not understand what that means, and—"

"What does it mean, General?" Mana asked cautiously.

"Sire, I... it is not for me to say this moment."

"Can you not be convinced to share?" Mana leaned back against the counter, mug in hand, sipping slowly in contemplation as he faced the sofa on which the general still sat.

"It is best that I not," Oberon pleaded, his smooth white forehead wrinkling as his brow furrowed. Those twin pools of blood remained solid and motionless. Mana sighed as he placed his mug on the counter behind him and stood straight, assuming his full height of five feet and seven inches.

"As the Guardian Heir of Libra, I command you to speak." Oberon lowered his head at the order. Mana half expected those pools of blood to drip from the man's face as liquid would, but Oberon's downcast eyes remained in place. His right index finger tapped the rim of his mug nervously as he opened his mouth to speak, then closed it, as if undecided as to whether or not to follow the mage's order. After more than a minute, his finger ceased tapping and he gripped the drinking vessel tighter.

"... do you know of Nai?"
